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2 List of the Deliverables and Milestones achieved

3 Progress beyond the state of the art, expected results until the end of the project and
potential impact
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1 Work performed so far
OBJECTIVES OF WP18 

(FROM ANNEX I)
The NA7 will start by assigning tasks to 
working groups in view of the review 
paper. Both theoreticians and 
experimentalists of different experiments 
will be nominated to coordinate each 
working group. Two working groups 
“Open HF” and “Quarkonia” will be 
formed. 
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PROGRESS MADE DURING THE REPORTING 
PERIOD 

Three sub-groups; conveners nominated:
1. “Open HF”; A. Rossi (ALICE), S. Plumari

(theory) 
2. “Quarkonia”; E. Chapon (CMS), E. 

Scomparin (ALICE), A. Rothkopf (theory) 
3. “Small System”; B. Audurier (LHCb), Z. 

Conesa del Vallo (ALICE),  A. Beraudo
(theory)
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1 Work performed so far 
OBJECTIVES OF WP18 

(FROM ANNEX I)
Task 1: Open heavy flavor. The work will 
start with an assessment of the numerical 
models (Catania, Frankfurt, GSI and 
Nantes) that describe the dynamical 
variables of open heavy flavor hadrons. 
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PROGRESS MADE DURING THE REPORTING 
PERIOD 

Few review papers have been published, 
some already before June 2019. The report 
on the plan design for a common strategy for 
the QGP transport coefficient extraction was 
delivered  (see deliverables).
à The assessment has been accomplished 
and delivered. 
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1 Work performed so far 
OBJECTIVES OF WP18 

(FROM ANNEX I)
Task 2: Hidden heavy flavor. The theory 
for hidden heavy flavour production … 
needs a multidisciplinary approach of 
different subfields. Open questions 
include the stability of quarkonia at high  
T, the recombination of c-cbars from the 
medium, their hadronization and their 
final interaction with hadronic matter. 
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PROGRESS MADE DURING THE REPORTING 
PERIOD 

The advancement for this Task 2, i.e. the 
development of a coherent multidisciplinary 
approach for quarkonium production in 
heavy-ion collisions, including the so-called 
small systems, is intimately connected to the 
subsequent Task 3 of workshops, where 
experts of the different subfields would 
gather and discuss the strategy. 
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1 Work performed so far 
OBJECTIVES OF WP18 

(FROM ANNEX I)
Task 2: Workshops. Significant progress 
can only be expected from a common 
effort. The three network workshops will 
bring the driving forces of the different 
subfields together. The objective is that 
these workshops are seeds for future 
collaborations. 
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PROGRESS MADE DURING THE REPORTING 
PERIOD 

The network meetings have been post-poned
due to the covid-19 emergency and the first 
one has been scheduled for June 2021.
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1 Work performed so far: summary 
◦ Significant progress on the front of Open Heavy Flavour, despite the covid-19 pandemic

◦ A lot of work performed in the individual nodes of our network
◦ In the next slides a few examples for:

◦ INFN-Ba (G. De Cataldo, F. Colamaria, producing time-sheets for NA7, and G.B.)
◦ INFN-To (F.Grosa, 1st post-doc hired (6 months) with money from STRONG2020 )
◦ GSI and Nantes (T. Song and E. Bratkovskaya (GSI), D. Arrebato Vilar, P. Gossiaux and J.A, (Nantes))

◦ But so far we could not have real meetings and exchange of visits among the network 
participants, which are the  back-bone of any networking activity
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@INFN-Ba: development of the LHC interface for 
ALICE in run3

Key ingredient for exploiting at best the next LHC runs. Mandate:

ALICE is installed on the injection line SPS->LHC TI2 (Beam 1) ;

a synchronized operation ALICE-LHC is required to protect the experiment for accidental mis-injection;

Along several control/monitoring tasks (control of Injection and beam permit lines, beam-background 
monitoring, Luminosity monitoring…) ALICE-LHC_IF ensures the data taking during:

◦ the Van der Meer scan,
◦ the Luminosity levelling (only a fraction of the full luminosity is delivered in ALICE in pp collisions),
◦ ...

Suitable GraphicUserInterfaces (GUI) enable the Run coordinator to configure the experiment at the beam 
injection, to display relevant info in the ALICE Run Control room and on the LHC Page1 
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Designing new software architecture to cope with:
◦ the HL LHC collision rate expected in Pb-Pb collisions (up to 50 KHz); 
◦ ALICE O2 environment;
◦ online reconstruction task;
◦ Luminosity levelling (to maximize the data taking in ALICE during the STABLE BEAMS );
◦ Synchronization of the data taking during VdM scan.

Data storage in ORACLE DB in the ALICE Detector Control System infrastructure;

Improve the project self-monitoring capabilities;

Improve the web access 

…….
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ALICE-LHC Interface: Upgrading activities

Official plots of LPC 

@INFN-Ba

Giacinto De Cataldo
Staff researcher – INFN Bari



� Study of azimuthal correlations between D mesons and other charged particles
Ø Measure Δφ correlation pattern and evalution as a function of pTD, pTcharg

Ø Extract physical informations from fit to near- and away-side correlation
peaks and comparison in various collision systems, energies and with models

Main goals:

� Characterisation of the production and of the internal
structure of charm-induced jets by the study of the 
near-side peak features 

Ø In terms of angular profile, particle multiplicity, 
constituent pT distribution

� Validation of Monte Carlo simulations with different
treatments of the D-meson and particle production 
(hard scattering, porton showering, hadronisation)

� Sensitivity to relative fractions of LO and NLO charm 
production mechanisms

Fabio Colamaria
Staff researcher – INFN Bari
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� pp 5 TeV results will also act as a 
precise reference for Pb-Pb 
studies (accessible in Run3)

Ø Gain insight on microscopic
interactions of charm parton
with QGP constituents

Ø Expected away-side peak
suppression (trigger bias) and 
possible near-side peak
enhancement, as observed in 
light flavour correlations

� Analysis completed in pp @ 5.02 TeV
(arXiv:1910.14403), under finalisation in 
pp @ 13 TeV (with better precision)

Ø Pythia8 and POWHEG+Pythia6 
provide the best description of near-
and away-side peak features

Ø From studies in p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV, 
no modifications to correlation
function and peaks from cold-
nuclear matter effects

Fabio Colamaria
Staff researcher – INFN Bari

@INFN-Ba
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F. Grosa awarded  
the Alice thesis  
prize.    Link here

Suggested to have 
interview with 
Fabrizio for the 
newsletters of the 
Dissemination Board

https://home.cern/news/news/cern/alice-honours-its-thesis-award-winners?fbclid=IwAR091KrNM5NTeIXpboBc6c4AdUv1Msx7_iqAUJNnWnr8yOw2JUZtgCWVYaU


Transport coefficients modified by non-equilibrium effects

Viscous hydrodynamical calculations (with a Bayesian analysis) are usually considered as a good tool to determine
the transport coefficient in a quark gluon plasma

Due to semi hard and hard processes the initial quark distribution in heavy ion collisions is not thermal and hence
not the equilibrium distribution which is needed to calculate the input of hydrodynamical equation

Drag coefficient                                                                      qhat
If for a given energy density if T= 1.4 Teq as compared to that for T =Teq

So  the extracted transport coefficients may differ from that given by lattice data
PRC  101, 044903

@Nantes-GSI
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J/psi wave function

J/psi  Wigner density

Yields for the rate

J/psi production based on Wigner density formalism (Remler (NPA 402, 596))
c
c
c
c

cbar

c c

q,g q,g

Idea: J/psi
produced by scattering
between c/cbar and the 
QGP particles 

Quantal time dependent
density approach

Thesis project of D. Arrebato Villar

Collision between c,cbar and g,q

C
,
c
b
a
r

J/psi
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Proposal of workshop in 2021 at ECT*
• Title: Quark-Gluon Plasma characterisation with heavy flavour probes
•Tentative dates: 6.12.2021; 13.12.2021; 15.11.2021
•Organizers: J. A, G.B, R. Averbeck (GSI) and F. Grosa
•Submitted in response to the ECT* call on September the 15th 2020  
Abstract:
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Support and contributions to other workshops  

1. Heavy-flavour hadronization in pp and heavy ion collisions, CERN, 
March 2-3 2020 https://indico.cern.ch/event/866418/

2. Heavy-Flavor Transport in QCD Matter, ECT*, February 23-27 2020 
postponed to  April 26-30, 2021. Link here 

3. 8th International Workshop on Heavy Flavor Production in Nuclear 
Collisions, Torino, 12-15 October 2020.  

postponed to summer 2021. Link here
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2. Deliverables and Milestones 
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Deliverable 
No.

Deliverable 
name

Lead 
Beneficiary

Nature
Disseminatio

n level

Delivery 
month 
from 

Annex I

Delivered
(yes/no)

Actual 
delivery 
month

Comments

D18.1

Plan design for 
the
common strategy 
for the extraction 
of the QGP 
transport 
coefficients

1 - CNRS Report PU 10 yes 10 Uploaded report
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Report (deliverable 18.1) was based on the following
publications
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2. Deliverables and Milestones 
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Milestone 
number

Milestone name Lead 
beneficiary

Delivery month 
from Annex I

Delivered
(yes/no)

Actual delivery 
month

Comments

MS28
Assessment of the simulation
programs for open heavy flavor 
observables

30 - INFN 12 yes

MS29
Readiness of the theory database 
prototype

1 – CNRS,
30 - INFN

16 no 30

See detailed comments in 
section 3.1 (last 

paragraph)
RIVET framework 

selected as the best 
candidate.  Meeting for 

final decision before April 
2021. 
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MS29 and related deliverable D18.4 
“tool for data-theory comparison“

• Dedicated meeting with the major theory and experimental groups of the field was post-
poned, due to the covid-19 emergency
• Meeting for final decision before April 2021 
• In the meanwhile, the RIVET framework selected as the best candidate
• if confirmed, then MS29 would be immediately reached
• We decided to postpone this milestone with a prudential attitude
• Work of post-docs with RIVET:
• develop missing functionality for heavy ions (RIVET is intended for pp collisions)
• provide the support to the theory transport groups for using their event generators within RIVET and 

to the experimental groups for porting the most relevant HF analyses in RIVET format.
• If RIVET is not confirmed, then a customized web-based interface solution
• set parameters of the models, run the codes, produce physical observables
• we are confident that it is doable in the remaining 24 months 
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3 Progress beyond the state of the art and  
expected results by the end of the project

Open HF: direct probe of fundamental properties of the QGP
◦ unique and unambiguous  extraction of the QCD transport coefficient and 

determination of the degree of thermalization of heavy quarks in the QGP
◦ Define and agree on the basic inputs of transport models 
◦ Tool for data to theory comparison 
◦ Best use of the next HI LHC runs; definition of new best observables  

Quarkonium:  a key laboratory for understanding QCD
• Understand all mechanisms behind quarkonium production in HI collisions 
• development of the multi-disciplinary approach indispensable for a coherent description 
• Best use of the next HI LHC runs; definition of new best observables
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NA7 will boost   
the reaserch in 
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Extra slides
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Production of non-prompt D mesons in pp collisions
03
05

prompt: non-prompt:c D b B D

* Test pQCD calculations for 
charm and beauty 
production

* Provide pp reference to 
study mass dependence of 
in-medium parton energy 
loss in Pb—Pb collisions 
(charm vs. beauty)

* Possibility to extrapolate bb
production cross section
(ongoing)

* Paper in preparation



04
05

Preparation for measurements of b-hadrons in Run 3 high-
energy pp

* Estimated precision for 
measurements of beauty 
hadron production in Run 3 
high-energy pp collisions

* integrated luminosity of                  
200 pb—1 sufficient to 
perform measurements 
down to pT=0

study production and 
hadronisation 
mechanisms for beauty 
hadrons

provide pp reference for          
Pb—Pb measurements
(to be scaled for 
different energy)

* Dedicated software trigger for the selection of events with displaced decay-
vertex topologies under study

* Estimates included in Public Note for ALICE Run 3 high-energy pp programme
ALICE-PUBLIC-2020-005

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2724925
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prompt: non-prompt:c D b B D

* Test pQCD calculations for charm 
and beauty production

* Provide pp reference to study 
mass dependence of in-medium 
parton energy loss in Pb—Pb
collisions (charm vs. beauty)

* Possibility to extrapolate bb
production cross section
(ongoing)

* Paper in preparation
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04
05Preparation for measurements of b-hadrons in Run 3 high-energy pp

* Estimated precision for 
measurements of beauty 
hadron production in Run 3 
high-energy pp collisions

* integrated luminosity of                  
200 pb—1 sufficient to perform 
measurements down to pT=0

study production and 
hadronisation mechanisms
for beauty hadrons
provide pp reference for          
Pb—Pb measurements (to 
be scaled for different 
energy)

* Dedicated software trigger for the selection of events with displaced decay-vertex topologies 
under study

* Estimates included in Public Note for ALICE Run 3 high-energy pp programme
ALICE-PUBLIC-2020-005
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